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wnF'i81lre 1_ I' A Fl~) Rt,hoSoeeeI' I-\ame Thi8 "hot!}" a game In P'Vfi''C'' bdwcen tM University of Cap' Town (4 robots ·ill thc 
("",/;grvtmd) and the Unj"~",'itll of ""atal (9 ",but_ in tile fo,qrGtmd). 
complltiIlg, the robor", will be ahlc lo al'hie,'e lllsks in the real-time dynamic environment8 
wi,h which they are faced_ 
:\01 only will these rohot, w()]'k OIl indidclu~ll"sks, but al80 f1mdion as a team working 
lo llcllieve a common gO"!. It is only lhl'Ollgll Ilew tecllnologies and ongoing r<~ .. ~"rdJ that 
co-opemtive and dist,nbnwd lwhm'iollr wi,hin a dynamic system will become a reality 
1.2 Objectives 
The prim",)' objcc,he is ,he formation of a UGT F180 RoboSocccr Temn' wilh which ,0 
comp€le against other instit,lltions in 2U02. These incillde the Univer8ity of Preton" and 
the UniveI'si,y of' Kwazulll-NlltaJ who are also in,-olved in t,hi" rc,eaI'l'h, 
To readl lhi8 obJ e<:tive, t,hree key com ]lonenls were iclentified a8 being pivotal to the SllC""",, 
of the project. TIJ('>;c were ,he clesign and implementation of: 
• the rohot" and lheir associated component" (both mL~:hanieal ""d deCt,l'OIlie) 
• a vision system 
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Figure 1.2: Two 2003 CCI' F180 RoboSoc~r robots 
T"~ shows th ~ two robot~ in front of th~ yellow goal wilh 1" ~iT individual maT,I;;~rs for t" ~ 
vision system. 
An outlin€ of the mechanical d€sign is presented first followed, in turn, hy a description 
of th€ €iectronics used (Chapt€r 5) and an outline of the associated software (Chapler 7). 
Aft.€r completion of th€ robot dffiign, the AI (Chapler 8) and vision systems (Chapter 
9) were addressed and the sp€Cilications and outlines of thffie systems are subsequently 
pl"€!l€nled. Then, the control theory that had to be designed and implem€nted in order to 
improve the predictability of t.he robots following lrial testing of the integrated systems is 
d\'llcribed (Chapter 10). The di8SIJrtation ends wilh concluding remarks and recommenda-
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Figur" 2.2: llIu~tration sho,,'ing the Pluto mobile robot ru; n:drllCt"d from 'Introduetion to 
Robo\ic8' Figure 2.6 [9] 
This Jhow~ the overall layout uf the Pluto mobile robot in (II) WIth the detail of the wiled 
a" .• embly and motor stack depicted m (b). The detai~, to nute were the lise of a differential 
and a centrol drive shaft which ron through the 3teering column. Both drive and "teering 










wnFigure 2.3; Illustration showing I.he Sl.llnford \Yhool as extracted from 'Intwdllction to 
Hubol.ics' Figurt 2.9 191 
The Stan.ford Wheel i8 8110um from lite side de1<-' with the II,,/! in the centre aud ,h. roller.' 
an:!lmd Ilk circumference. Tht roller" are "",.",.Y! to f)l$Ur  a cons'an' v."hed diamekr. 
Tht simpleHt layout cOIlsisl-S of three Stllnl"rd \Yhool, mOllnted 120 degrte!; apaJ'l. on a 
cireumfermce (figur'~ 2,4). Although this layout O\,€ICOml" I,hf "light variation in diameter 
of the wheels (the gaps between the rollers) it dOL'" make the robot!; moNo' "ll"Cfptible to 
becomin)!; handicapped should any of the roilers jam, 
.'\., thf whools llre driven, tach whod applits a r.un)!;tntial force f" W thf ground. The 
resultant fOTcf "\'I:tor f (Figurf 2,.1) det.ermines !,hf eliree!,ion of mm.ion of the robot. The 
resllitant motion "\'I:tor can thtn be broken-ujJ in(o a rotational n~cr.oI llnd a !,ran,lational 
\,L~:tOr. 
The three Stanford Wheel laYOllt was llsed by the RooRow 131 in 2001 and 2002 whilst 
Cornell pj uSfd a thT"" wh\'l~llayout, in 2001 whid) W'k~ then ehan"td to a l,mT whed layolll' 
for 2002 and 2003. Th€ Stanfonl \Vhed was abo a COmmon choice aIIlOIlgS( oUwr 1'180 
teams at th€ 2003 HolmClIp tOUl'llaIIwIlt, a'i e"idenced in video foota.ge of the games IIOJ, 
2.2.4 Illanator Wheel 
The last of tht concepts that WfNo' considereel was the Illanator \Vhe€1 [91· The TllllImtor 
Whed is similar in concfpt 1,0 tht Stanford \Vhed bllt. in mntmst, has rollers not perpen-










l'igUTf' 2.5; lIluslration showing the lllmmtor Wheel ltS extracted from "!n,roduction lo · . 
ftobotie~' Fignr" 2.10 191 
iJuU, !.he left and ,~[]ht h"wl marla/ur Whtd.s 1Ire ~Iwtl'n In thf il/u.stration, ,Votf how the 
mila, are pla~fd at a forty fi"e degro" ,mglo ann",d lilt ~irL"tlmfatnce uf lhe wilnl, 
that ,h" ,vheels wonld Imv" needoo t.o be dpsigJJ<li! alld mallnfadnf(li! a>; the whe<'ls w(m, 
seemillgly nllavailable off the shelf. 
Sinee ,he choice of an Tllanat.oT Wheeled robol would have re'lnire'd th" desi811 and manu-
faclure of both a I"n and righl wheel (as thw", ,vpr" alsQ nnamilablc off r.JlC shelf), il Wl\S 
dec.ided ,hal this optjOll would llol be pursu(li!. 
hl the cOllsid"ration of the Plulo mobile robot. al,hongh overly eompkx, it wa" felt r.Jmt 
if only t1'u-whed aSSPmblips were' uswl in plaee of the t.hrc" in the stamlard de~ign, the 
kinematics could b,' gre'atly simplified. Skid pads could th"lI b,' uswl to (lnsnre that t.he 
robot wonld nOt. copple O,'Pr WhPIl all the y,'hee],; 'were on the same axi". Prm'idillg a sIImll 
differen,ial eould be found, th" Pinto mobile robot coneepl wonld be feasible design option. 
In lille with the desi!;n goals, the Turtle robot was not considelwl a" it. wa~ llot mnni-
din'ctional. 
hl order lo make a final deei~iOll. t.he Slanford Wheel ami th,' Pinto mobile robot~ 'were 
allalyswi and eompa:rcd in tpnns of lhpir; 
• .\vailabilic.'l of ccJmp<m"nts 











~ '--- " r. "/I: ,.J ",;-,. )j , , r 7 ,;-,. -----/', 't. ~' '" For~"d Ri~ (10,;;.",,,, 
Figure 2.5, Dlustratioll showiug the layout and force relationship when using four Illanator 
Wheels as extract€d from 'Introductiou tu Robotics' Figure 2.12 [9J 
This shauls the layout of a JD .. r-'wh~l"d vehicle using the IIIanatoT Wheels, <Ill well (l.S the 
~8ultant velocity "ectors (v) when ~rlm:n forc~8 aTe created. The re~ttltant !lectors shown 











2.3.1 Availability of Component.s 
As each design had a key component which would be required, research Wllll done in order 
to locale these two components. 
When wureing requirements for the Pluto robot a small differential wllll found at a local 
radio-controlled model store. Along with the differential, there was a reaoonable collection 
of plastic gears and motors available from within the store that could be physica.lly chosen 
as required. As most of the parts were small and reasonably priced, a collection of gears 
was purchased in order to begin the modelling process. 
lnitia.lly, since a source for the Stanford Wheel could not be fouud, there was no other 
choice but to attempt to manufacture the wheels. Whilst in tbe process of testing Pro-
totype Two (Chapter 4) a design was found that used Transwheels2 (which were similar 
in design to Stanford Wheels) for a goalkeeper robot design [4]. Although too late for 
implementation in the VCT Fl80 RoboSoccer Z003 campaign, a set of Transwheels was 
purchased and a development model built (Figure 2.7). This model then became the focus 
of an undergraduate thesis project [111 with the aim that it might still prove beneficial in 
the design of future robots. 
2.3.2 f;w,;e of 1\1aullfaetllre 
If the Stanford Wheel robot was to be considered, it had beo:lme apparent that the wheels 
would have to be designed and manufactured within VCT. Following consultation with the 
Design lecturers in Mechanical Engineering, it was decided that the Stanford Wheels as 
shown in Figure 2.3 would be too complex to design manufacture within l:cr. 
This then left the Pluto mobile robot as the only remaining option w; parts would be 
available locally and the manufacture of the remaining parts could be done within vcr. 
2. ,1 Concluding Remarks 
As a result, despite the greater complexity of the Pluto mobile robots, this design was 
still chosen to form the basis of the VCT F180 RoboSocccr team and a prowtype was 










wnFigure 2.7: Transwhecl prototype model 
Th;.' t.< the fir.,t pmt(Jtype dosty.,. "si"y tilo -n""su;h""l.<. Tho u;hod., u;"rr, ''''JUn.t,,,J directly 
to DC geared motors which were. in. tvm, held in place bV sq"an aluminium lubing faslerled 
to a pla~tic disc. As ~"ch, Ihi~ robot form~d Ihe basis for a" undtrgmd11ule th~~j., (m orrmi-
direct;on.al roIJot., \I .• ;,,!! Stanf",d Wlwd .•. 
"11bst"l11<'ntly h11ilt. This <h:i,ion l><'ing baSlxl on the availability. d"'ign and manufacturing 












Prototype One: Design and Evaluatioll 
:3.1 Introduction 
During the feasibility study, an assortment of gears was purchased in order to determine 
whether Or nut the concept behind the Pluto-mobile robot design would be practicaJ fur 
F180 Rob"Socccr. Also purchased at this time was the difJerentiaJ which was .. ital to the 
design. AI; all the components thus far had been chosen from th(}se used in radio-controlled 
(Re) model cam, it W"" felt that the DC !Il{)tOIS u.'Cd by such cars would provide the 
necessary power w ensure that the robot would be buth fast and agile. 
Having collected most of the required parts, a "Bottom-up Approach" was adopted in which 
the ma.in emphasis was placed on the wheel assemblies. The initial design of this proto-
type had independent dinx:tion control fur each wheel assembly a.' depicted in Figul'fl 3.1. 
However, the dynamics of this design proved too complex given the available development 
time before the 2002 competiti(}n and thcref(}re a simpler design, which used a single m(}wr 
iii control the directi(}n of both wheel assemblies, was finally implemented. This design i.J:; 
illustrated in Figure 3.2. 
Since emphMis had been placed on the wheel 'l>SeITIblieJi, tbe kicl::er mechanism was only 
designed after the complction of the drive systcm and chassis. As a result, the siw of the 
kicker was quite restricted as is evident in Figure 3.2. In this prototype the open space 
at the back of the robot was left vacant for the batteries and eiectr(}nics. \'ot 6hown in 
Figure 3.2 arc the skid pads used to maintain tbe balance of the robot when all the w!Jc<,!s 











Figure 3.1: Prototype One with independent direction control whe€l ~mblies 
This ~1\()W8 !he initial de.,ign whe..., both whttl (!,!~~mbIiM were indep~ndently direction 
rnnlrolltd aI/owing for greater freedom of mov~mmt. Note the tt.'e of a heat .. ink for cooling 











Fi~ul''' 3.2: Prototype One with joint direction control wh"",l a.5&'mhlif'S 
Thi~ 8hmJJ.' th e .,implifieri de .• ;,qn whe,,,, " dingl e molo," coulrok! Ih" dirtdiorl oj both whet! 












3.2.1 Choice of components 
Once the components for tbe whool assemblies had been selected, the direction control 
and kicker components needed to be chooen. Finally, the power requirements were known 
wbich allowed appropriate ba.tteries to be selected. 
lvtotor ,ciediol1 
In order for the directiou of the wheel assemblie8 to be controlled a large plastic gea.r was 
incorporated and, as a result, a high (orque low speed motor or geared motor would be 
required to drive this gear. Having had success with the use of a 16 V DC geared motor 
(Figure 3.3) iu a previous project [51, this optiou was choseu for the drive systems. 
Figure 3.3: 15 V DC gea.red motor 
Thi.! ~/low., the motor thai Wa.! 1Med to control the direction of t/l~ ",/led a"s~bli~ •. 
Takiug th,' space requirements into account. and considering that there Wll8 only a small 
selection of DC motors available from which to choose, a high torque 9V DC motor (Figure 











Fignr" :1.4: 9 'V DC motor 
Thi., .,h(Jw., iho moio, ihat IWS 1Ised for the kicker. 
Batt.ery selection 
In order to lIl"et tl", po",," requiremellts of the two ItC 7.2 Ii DC motor8, :\iCa.d batteries 
were cho,,'n for th" drive syst"m. As eadl ll.oboSoccer match would consist of two 10 will 
halves, the h~ttcri"s would only be required to last these 10 min. Panasonic ma.nufacture 
a low resistance 1.2 V 1700 nulliT Niemi Bat.tery (slwwll ill Figure 3,:;) which met these 
power feqmrement8. 
Fig1lr" 3,5: PllllilSOIlic 1.2 Ii 1700 null1r -'iiCa.d Ga.twry 
Th iJ show,~ the /wltt"rie., wh·;,," we,'" ""tJ to mak" up VIO bali-try pac/; i-v .mpply power to 
the drive m.o-l("",,, 
Since t he 1700 mAllr NiCa.d BlJ.tkri"s would be required to deliver high currents [or the 
drive HIOtOrs, it was decided that the electl'onics would l'€qnil'e r;epal'ate battel'ies. As ther;e 
power requil'ements Wel'e 811h<t1l.Iltially low"r," P" lllliHJlli<: 1.2V 1()(X)'mAIlr Niemi Batt"ry 











Figure 3.6: Panasonic 1.2 V 1000 mAHr NiCad Battery 
Thi.., shO'lJJS the oofteriu which were used to make up the battcry} pad: for the electronic~. 
In this design, sensor~ were required for 6peed measurement on botb wheel assemblies as 
well as direction control. Given that there were drive shaft6 on which to mount masks 
for optical encoders and that there were gean which C(luld be UE;ed as masks, the choice 
of using optical interrupt 6ensors was logical. A6 mask6 were readily avrulable from old 
computer mice, these were used for the speed measurement. The Frurchild H21Al optical 
interrupter switch was ch06en to complete the mJnsor. 
As the gear6 were too thick for the H21Al optical interrupter ~"Witch, the infra-red transmit-
ter and photo-transistor were removed from the plastic casing and mounted on veroboard. 
3 .2.2 Spatial considerat ions 
The top view of the spatial layout i6 6hown in Figure 3.7. The chief con6iderations were 
the outside diameter of the robot (governed by the ruleli [2]) which in tum gave the max-
imum permissible diameter of the wheel assemblies. Given that the maximum diameter 
of the wheel assemblies was 90 mm, the gears, wheels and structure had to fit within tbis 
constraint. The pooitioning of the wheels and direction gears is also depicted in Figure 3.7. 
The overall height of the robot also had to be considered but, as this was governed by the 











Figure 3.7: Tbp view of the spatia.llayout of the robot 
This shows the spatial layout of th~ wheel assemblies aTl d direction drive year (red). Th. 
coMtraj"t for the wheel MSemblies (,"go mm) is ShoWf1 in blue. All parts of tli. wh~l 












3.2.3 Gearing reqnirements and wheel assembly design 
The 7,2 Ii UC motor chosen together with I,he se]"",t,ion oj' the geani and differential was 
rated r.o l!lC(l() rpm (7.2 V) and, as such n".,.Jed w be geared down. Having bid Ollt t.he 
gear" ,Ii< dCl'iccL,1 ill Figlue 3.8. the final gpar-ratio was 20 : 1 ,,-hich tramlal,ed I,D a top 
speedof2m,,-'. 
7_2 V Drive motor 
First redllCtion set 
,mt, - -lI£O 
Second redl.lClion set 
Third redl.lClion set 
Differential 
Figurc :U\: Side view of the gearlng layollt, 
This 8how., the ""crull !/carirl!/ uJ FrviolyJl'O One, The motor and .firM nedne/ion "et ",ene 
hou.Jed wi thin the rha~siIJ, whi!sl the remaining reauclion ,'et, a)jd differential JCIf'mui. part 
of Ihe toheei Q""embly, 










driw motor ,hOllld be indll(hl a,; part of the assembly. 
The advam.age of indlldillg th,' driw motor in the whed assembly was that wheel ,lippa.g" 
would be pre,'enkd as ~h" assembly would rotate as a. unit. The disouha.llt.age; howewr, 
was ~hat ,lip rings and brushe!> would be required in order to pro\'ide power to ~he dri\~, 
moton<. 
In eoll~rast. no~ including the drive motor in the whl'el aSilI"mbly mea.nt that although no 
,lip rings and brush"" would be needed, a. control system would be required to enSure that 
th" dri\~, motor tllmed ill unison with the assembly so as w prev~nt wheel slippage when 
th" assembly cluulged direc~ion. 
Wh"ll the above options were considered, it was decided t.ha.~ the latter OptiOll was prefer_ 
able since, firstly, I.he slip rillgs alld brush", would be less effieient and, s(~xll1dly, il. Wa" 
a.nyway intended that a com.rol algorithm would b~ included for 'p""d nml.rni The filla.l 
de!>ign of the wheel a.'<:lembly is shown ill Figure 3.9. 
S""""",, roduCl,,' • • , 
n ,, ,~,,,w '" 
Figllre 3.g: The wheel assembly 
Thi.' .'/WW8 th~ whed (W8em6ly wmplelf with the gears which made up the !'eduction -let!, 










3.2.4 Chassis design 
As the cha5sis design was done afwr that of the wlH~el a.s.s~mbly. this meant that the uri,'€ 
motor and first g'~ar set, would need to be 8uJlJ){Jrted by the "h,w;i". Tlw main part o[ 
the chassis WM matl~ from plastic whilst th~ support for the dri"" motors was made from 
aluminium in oru€r to form a h~atsink [or th~ motors. Th~ support for the kieler wM 
made from mild Gt,d to ""oHr" l'igidit,j'. 
Sin"" the whtel a_mbly was only supported by the main uriw shaft, this "haft was alS<l 
sUl'Jlorted by the chassis through the uS>" of lwarings. The cl1assis is illustrated in FigurE 
3.10, 
r'ig1ll''' 3.10,1'1", "ha,.,;i8 
This ~ilo"'8 tile cila,J8L\ comp/etc 'J.~th the a/mHi"j",,, hmt"'rlk /which a/"o "cf'vcd ai< the 
d,.i"e molor mount;,,!! po':"t,,) and kicker support. 
3.2.5 Kicker design 
As pre\iOU8ly mentioned tlw d"8ign of tl", ki"k"r \nl8 left unt,il tl", dl'h~, system wa, 
completed and, a" a l'esult, there wal< very little sl'a£e l'€maining [or a k>cker, Sew",l 










wnFigure 3.11: The Kiclror 
This show" the m tor and motor which formw the Kicker and th~ ehas-.i" mount which 
.• /<Cured it in pla~, 
used by the Rooi30ts iu 2001 [3J was the simplest to impl .. m .. nt gin·n the spatial constraints 
4Itd tho lack of development time that r .. mained bdow the 2002 competition in Pretoria. 
Tho kickr.r consisted of a 91-' DC motor with tho kicker attached directly to the drive Bhaft 
of the motor, as shown in Figure 3.11. In thi~ wlJ;j, not only was less sp~e required, but 
thoro was 4It added advantage in that no gears Or drive belts were needed. The motor was 
thon held in place via a support st rUl1;uro which formed part of the chassis. 
3.:3 Condudini-!: Remarks 
DlIring the building of the robot, the driv .. system was particularly difficult to Msemhle with 
slight modifications b .. ing required in order to compensate for manufuduring tolerancus, 
Once completed, however, the rooot proved to be VIlry fast and ugilo, but unfortunately 
the high centre of gra-ity caused the robot to be prone to toppling over de~pite the skid 
pads that had been placed on the circnmfm.mc .. of the robot. 
At thi~ point it OOC4ITIO ovident that the kicker would also require a ro_dasign sinl", duo 
to th .. size constraintB. the width of the kicker me4Itt that the rooot was seldom correctly 
aligned to kick tho b41L Lastly, the rooot had been designed u~ing the maximum outor 












The design shOW€d potential, but a re-d€sign of the robot was required in which the centre 
of gravity had to b€ lowered, the outer diameter ufthe robot had to be reduced and a new 
type of kicker needed to be chooon. Finally, the advantages of using independent direction 
control for each wh~l assembly, as opposed to a one motor joint direction control, meant 
that in future UCT robot soccer development th€ fanner should be the option of cho~ 
fol' this design. 
Overall, after th€ 2002 comp€tition in Pretoria it appeared that a simpler design '''(lUld be 
mOre successful in the short t:€fm whilst all mlpects of the VCT Fl80 IWboSo<:cer cc.rnpaign 












Prototype Two: Design and Evaluation 
4.1 Introduction 
The birth of thi~ prototype lIlose out of a strategic shift in the thinking behind the project as 
a whole. Instead of having the fastest and most mobile robot , irr!.'f<pective of its complexity. 
it wa~ dedded to move to a simpler design in orOOT to get from the design board, through 
prototyping &ud onto a production robot in a~ short a time period as possible. 
The ~implest knowIl a.vallable design i~ the Turtle robot (Section 2.2.1) and this wIIB selected 
as the basis for the ucr F180 IWboSoccer robots. The fact that this choice was also made 
by other F180 teams 17, 81 further reinfor~ed thi~ decision. The beauty of this design lies 
in the fact that only two Drive Systems and a set of cast€r~ or skid paLls are required for 
propulsion. Each Drive System consi~t,s of a motor, gearbox, wheel and power electronics. 
In order to b"trudure the design of the new prototype a. "'Top Down ApprOa\:h" ·was adopted. 
The ma.croscopic view of PrototYJ>€ Two is shown in Figure 4.1. The micc08copic det&ils 
will be examined in OOtail within the relevant sections that follow later in the chapter. 
The important areaS to note from Figure 4.1 are the Drive System and Kicker which tie 
in with the design goals from Se\,tion 2.1. These "an be Seen in Figure 4.2. The electrical 












Figure 4.1: A macroscopic view of Top Down Approach 
This shows the the breakup of the robot into it, separate a.,pect" particularly the mechanical 
aspects of the drive and /jeker ,y't~m, . 
4.2 Design 
4.2.1 Choice of components 
One area of t~ design which ;1;ill requiI"€~ discussion here is that of ,,-eight, since whichevel' 
components were chOllen in the design and construction of the robot wouk! have an effect 
on t~ overall ma.s~. The two components which had the greatest effect on the mass, were 
the motors and batterie~. Herein lay the need to compromise, all the more torque and 
power produced by the motors, the higher their energy requiremenw and therefore the 
greater the requirements from the battery. 
I\Iotor sc1cdion 
The obvious choice for the Drive System was t~ DC geared mowr used in Prototype One 
for dir!.'t-1;ion control (Figure 3.3). This motor had proved reliable in Prvtotyp€ One and, 
with ill< built-in geal'oox, could supply sufficient speed and twque. The DC geared motor 
pwyides a 5peed of 42:; RPM at 16 V. The rx:; geared motor drawB 200 mA wilh no load 
whilst at full load thi" increases to approximately 3:iO mA. 
In selecting a motor for the Kicker, two oonsiderations needed to be met. Fil'stly, the motw 
had to haW' sufficient tDrqlle t.o spin the rotor up to Bpeed quickly and, secondly, it had 











Figure 4.2: Prot.otype Two from va.rious angles 
The final de~ign of Prototwe Two i3 shown in (A) while (B,C,D) ~how the robot without 











Although the DC motor chosen for the kicker in Prototype One was under-powered, it was 
felt that the torque requirements could be met by using two such motors in parallel. The 
00 motors chosllII for the kicker were rated at 12 V DC and drew approximately 600 mA. 
Batkry ~d"c1ion 
Since the batteries used in Prototype One were not in current Us.€, the same National t.2V 
AA XiCad 1oo0mAH coils were chooen for Prototype Two. In order to obtain a nominal 
voltage of 16 V, 14 cells were used in a sedell configuration. Since the electronics required 
only 5 V, the cells were divided into two packs of seVllII cells l thus giving each pack a 
nominal vollage of 8.4 V. From this arrangement both 8.4 V and 16.8 V were available. 
To detennine whether the cells would last for a full match, an approximation of load is 
required. In determining this it was assumed that the 
• Electronics' drew 500 rnA for 100% of the time 1". 
• Drive Systems drew 2 x 350 mA for 50% of the time r. 
• Kicker drew 2 x 600 rnA for 10% of the time 1". 
giving 
1000 mAH = 500mA X 1" + 700mA X 0.5r + 1200 rnA x 0.11" (4.1) 
which gave 
Considering a match is only 20 min in total, it was decided that the batteries would 
sufficiently meet the energy requirements. 
Sensor selection 
As a result of keeping the robot dllSign simple, the choice of sensors was greatly reduced. 
The principle requirement of a sensor in this design ""'Ill its ability to measure the speed of 
the Drive System. 
IBy kocping the p"eb the 'ame ' ize, the re-charging procedure ...... kept ... . imple "" poooible which 
would 00 of ~.at 1>=.6t during competition. 
• Although the electroni"" ~ 5 V, the line", regulator d;ssipo.ted tbe CUrrent over the voltage diITerence 











A tachometer, &lthough very easy to use, is both expensive and, in principle, difficult to 
implement; therefore the standard choice in modern electrical apparatu:; (such as printers) 
is to rather use optical encodenl, Although very expensive for pre-made units, infra-
red limit switches are inexp\illsiw and easy t.o USIJ when combined with micropwces>iOnl. 
Although many tYJ>l"i of ~witch<JS IInl commercially availahll! it was dedd<J<i, baSl)d on local 
market availability, to make USIJ of the Fairchi ld H21A1 optical interrupt\lr switch. 
The interrupter mask was incorporated in the design of th\l wh\ld. 
·1.2.2 Spatial consi(ipr at.ious 
In considering the layout of the robot, the following conditions needed to be met: 
• The axis of the Drive Systems nooded to be as dOlle to the COG as pCtl<'<ibl\l 
• The width of th\l Kiclrer was r!JQuir<J<i to be a.<i wide as possible 
• Space had to be left for the 16 AA ClJllB, 
As the h\light of Ihe mote'nl and AA cells was less than 50 mm, the electronics could be 
mount~"<i above them and still be \vell within the height wgulatio!lli. Through manipulating 
the positions of the two DC geared motOl"ll and the two DC moto,"" within the ba><e diameter 
the parts WlJre b<JSl positioned to meet the required conditions. 
As depicted in Figure 4.3, the DC geared motors were positioned centrally and as far apart 
as possible whilst ~iill ensuring that the wheels would remain within the bounds of the 
robot. As Ihl! DC geared motors were moved outward. it b~"Came pCtl<'<ible 10 incTI!M\! thl! 
width of the kicker. Since thl! DC motors had to remain within the confines of the rotor, 
the internal diameter of the rotor therefore needed to be greater than the outer diameler 
of the DC motors themselves. However, as the rotor diameter incl"I)lU;()d, the width of thl! 
kicker in turn had to b\lCome 1!JSS in order not to force the DC geared motom towards the 
back of the robot. This confiict was resolved at a later stagl! fonowing the design of the 
Dri\'\! System and Kicker. 
As a result of the design chollen the rear of the robot wtlll then available to hold the 16 AA 
cells. Due to the c01s being situated at the rear and the kicker at the front of the robot, 












Figure 4.3; I'art layout 
1'1"" shows the "paliallayout of thf drive and /;ichr motors (which made up the driVf aud 











-1.2.:3 Drive System design 
The mechanical a.spects of the Drive System concerned both thc DC geared motor and the 
whocl. The method of mounting the Drive Systems forms part of the chassis. 
Since the DC geared motor WM a stock item, only the wheel needed to be designed. The 
use of door insulation foam for the tyres in Protot}lJe One had proved very effective and 
was therefore again implemented. The smallfflt ~tandard width available was lOmm, with 
a minimum thickn€88 of 3mm, thereby rendering a minimllm width of lOmm for the wheel. 
The diameter of the wheel needed to be calculated from the RPM of the DC geared motor 
and the speed requirement. 
Given a maximum motor speed of 425 RPM and a minimum speed requirement of 1 ms-1 
it follows from 
that the 
Speed x 50 
DiameteTWlw<1 :2: R D '/ 
1 " hi"",," X ". 
( O) 
As previously mentioned in Suooection 4.2.1 the mask for the optical encoder formed part 
of the wheel. As the width of the wheel was alrelUly set at 10 mm, the only space for the 
mask was the rim of the wheeL Thus fitting the H21Al sensor between the motor [tnd the 
surface of the wheel meant making the 
DiameterwI=l :2:. 55 mm. 
In order to allow for easy removal of the H21Al senbOr, 2 mm was added making the 
Diamderw""-,,I :2:. 57 mm. 
Dne to the addition of the foam tyre the wh"",l diameter became an extra 6 mm bigger. 
However, due to the weight, the foam tyrGll compressed making the effective 
DiameterWh«1 = 60 mm. 











Working from a minimum cutting tool sue of 1 mm, the CXC milling machine was able to 
machine 60 slots into the rim to form the encoder IlUI1Ik (Figure 4.4). 
Figure 4.4: Enlarged view of the inside of the whool 
Th~ show~ a c/o~ e-up view of the encoder mask on the insid~ of the wh~el. The hub which 
fastened. the wheel to the DC goored motor~ is also viJ;ibl~ . 
Through the use of a hub, a grub screw could be used to tighten the hub onto the motor 
shaft without the rim preventing allen key access. Thereafter the rim, cOInplete with foam 
tyre, could be fastened to the hub. The complete mechanical construction of the Drive 
System Cau be seen in Figure 4.5 , with an exploded view depi~ted iu Figure 4.6. 
4.2.4 Kick~r design 
Although Prototype Two was distinctly different in design [rom Prototype One, the princi_ 
ple behind the kicker and its implementation could still be used for this second desigu. Iu 
order to bring the kicker used in Prututype One in line "'ith the new design goals it needed 
to be exteuded in width. However, by making the kicker wider a. new problem arose, as 
the rotor ueeded to be supported on both ends as opposed to just one end ru; in Prototype 
Oue. 
After consideration of the difference in price fur a bearing and the price of another DC 
motor, a. second DC motor was chosen to support the other end. The Blight difference 










wnFigure 4.5: Drive System shown with ~hassis mount This ~hows the chassi., mount (made from aluminium square lu~) which hOllStd th ~ Drivt 
Sysl ~ m, 
Figure 4.6: Exploded Drive Syst~m with ChMsis mOUllt 












Figure 4.7: Kicker with cha.s»~s mount>< 
This shall"" til" rotor and two motof8 whieh formed the Kicker and the cha8sl'<l mo'Unt~ 
lliMeh s~cured it in place_ 
accelerate mOre quickly. Just as in Prototype One, the DC ITKltOIl< made up the core whiL~t 
the rotOr spun around the DC motors which we", snppoJ""tro by the chassis (Figurr. 4.7). 
Although the miuimum inkrnal diameter of the rotor waB determined by the size of the 
DC motor, the outer diameter of the rotor was purposefully ma.de larger to withstand t he 
forces experienced when kicking the ball. However, lIB mentioned earlier, keeping the outer 
diameter as small as pOiSSible in turn allowed the width of the Kicker to be maximised. It 
was thus necessary to reach a point of compromioo and in rosolving this the final 'width of 
the KicJrer was determined on completion of the Chassis design {Subsection 4.2.5}. 
An exploded view of the Kicker is shown in Figure 5.3. As can be seen in both Figures 
4.7 and 5.3 the centre of the rotor wllB cut away to help reduce the mass of the rotor. In 
addition, the use of aluminium instead of steel for the rotor further 'Ifflist<xi in redncing the 
maoo of the rotor. A lower mass and therefore a lower inertia aided the rotor in re,;thing its 
kicking speed more quickly. Keeping the rotor symmetric llOlped to minimise any vibrations 










FiguTIl 4.8: Exploded view of the Kicker with chassis mounts 
Thi~ 8how~ how the differ ... t components were {ll;sembJ6l to form lhe Kjck~r. 
As in Prototype One, thll nse of a solid modelling program greatly aided in the design of 
the components of tlw robot since 3D models of the Drive System and Kicker enabled the 
positions and dimensions to b<l changed at will to ensure an optimised layout for the robot. 
The ChllBsis mount (Figures 4.5 and 4.6) for the Drive Systems came from a ThteBot [12J 
design nsing the same DC geared motors. Thll alnminium square tube ,HIS only Sligiltly 
larger than would be rllquired and lIB such did not use significantly more sp&e than allowed. 
The ChllBsis mounts (Figur<lS 4.7 and 5.3) for the DC motors used in the Kicker were also 
drawn from experience gained from Prototype One. Thll width of the Chassis mount WIIB 
made 10 mm while the DC motors WIlrIl positioned to ensure the rotor was 3 mm abm"e 
the field when kicking. 
The moot important considllration in the design of the chll.'lsis was to ensure a neutral 
balance from front to back. In other words, to ensure that the COG WIIB on the same axis 
as the wheels. The reason for this extra requirement of precision swmmed from the use 
of skid pads. rather than castors, to balance the robot dne to the greater friction inherent 
in the use of skid pads. If either end of the robot WM heavier than the other, the robot 











was moving and whether the front or bock was heavier. Dffipite thiR illlJue it was Rtill f€lt 
preferable to use the skid pads becausQ of their lighter weight and smaller size. Through 
keeping a neutral balance the frictional losses were kept to an overaJl minimum. 
When considering the Drive System, Kicker and ba.tteriffi, the batteries had the greatffit 
mass. Since the drive Rhaft on the DC gea:roo motor was offset, the bulk of their body 
was pooitionoo towards the front of the wbu\ (Figur<l 4.3) to hdp redu~" th<' <'ffe<:t uf the 
batterieIJ on the COG. ThQ exact position of t h" motors was fOWld by allowing for a 3mm 
clearanC€ betWl~m the base of thQ robot and the fi€ld. 
Having a complete Drh~, Syst"m with challlJis mount (Figu~ 4.5), the width of the Kicker 
could be made as large as possiblQ whilst still frmaining within the limits of the robot. 
OnC€ the final layout was df'termined, thr Bast' d<'Sign was finalised. 
In order fOf the Shell to have enough mounting points a Top, s"cured to the BaSI' using 
four sets of two 4Qmm stand offs, was addoo. ThQ central portion of the Top was cut away 
so as to allow easy accelllJ to the inside of thQ robot. 
Th" final chassis design can be ooen in Figur!l 4.9. 
4.2.0 The V\' heel Encoder 
Although space was left for a H21Al optical interrupter switch during thQ d"sign of thQ 
wheel a.nd thQ intQgrat"d encoder mask, thiR was only availablr On OnQ side of the DC 
geared motor dur to its offset drive shaft. Ai; a result, the On" mounting point of the 
H21Al optical interrupter switch had to b" cut away so it would fit inside the rim of the 
wheeL 
In the prototyp!', it was felt that being able to adjust the ridQ hright of the robot during 
t<'Sting would have ooveral ad''!l.nlagQs with mlp!!Ct to both motion and kicking. The 
required changell in thQ rid" h"ight were achieved by rotating the motors within the chat;sis 
mounting. HowQver, if the H21Al optica.! interrupter switch was mounted On thQ chassis, 
the wheel encoder could possibly eithm prt'vent rotation of the wheel or move outside of 
the encodm mask rendering it uselelllJ. 
To circumvent thiR problem, the H21Al optical interrupter switches were therefore rather 
bonded to the plastic gear housing on the DC geared motor. In this way, the wheel cnCOdQIS 











Figure 4,9: I,abot Chassis 











tests were run. 
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Fi~ur~ 5.1: Production ,,·rodel from VaxiOllS angles 
T"~ jirwl do,;!}" of the Production ,M(hle! i., _,h(m"';rI (.-1) while (B,C,D) ~"011J Ihe rowl 












5.2 Design of the Kicker 
5.2.1 Required Improvements 
The Kicker [rom Prototype Two had tremendou~ potential. To nleet this potential the 
Kieker Jl(~..Jed to have, 
• greater support for the DC motOf8 and 
• a Letter maliufaetun..J rotor 
whibt ~till having a wide ki~king area. 
During the background re>;earch one feature t.hat was not(~l in t.he Cornell F I ~O RoboSoccer 
robots w;u; their abilit.y t.u driLLle the L")l [.), lUI. Though having a spinning rod that 
imparted back·spin onto the ball the balllitemlly 8tuck to the front of their robow whil8t 
the} moved, thereby making it extrenlely difficult for other team8 to get the ball. 
In order to benefit from thi~ feature, driLLlin~' wa~ added to t.he requirements of the kicker. 
By ~pinnin~' the rot.or in the opPo8ite directiun to ki~king it was l."']ie"ed to Le po&~iLle to 
Le able to driLble the Lall. 
5.2.2 The Final Design 
A8 greater 8upport for the DC motors was required. it was docided that a 2.3 mm thick 
~le"ve could extend into the rotur area as pan of the chassis mounts. As a re~ult the inner 
diameter of the rotor had to be 4.6mm bigger in order to compensate for the added support 
from the sloow. 
Since it was r€CJuired that the Kicker also function as a dribbling mechanism, the rotor 
d€'>ign [rom Prototype Two was no longer feasible. If the rotor from Prototype Two was 
8pun in reve,-,;", the ball would ha,,, b<.~,n ~hopp<..J intu tll(' pla}ing field thus ~au~ing the 
roLotto lift off the ground. 
In order to prevent this from occurring, a rounded plate wit.h innea8ing radiU8 was added 
to the rotor. The modified Kicker i~ 8hown in Figure 5.2. As t]", rotor spun in revers" 










Figure 5.2: Modified Kicker used in the Production Model 
This shows the final kick".. d~,ign with th~ impmvEd cha .• ,i.! mOllnt .•. 
th"ornt.ieally, thc ball would be "kicked" a few centimetres ahead and the back·spin would 
in tum spin the ball back into the Kicker. 
As in Prototype One and Two, when the rotor is spun in a forward direction, the ball 
would be kicked with top-spin as the new design had two rounded plates, dccrellBing in 
radius , to the point where the kicking plate made contact with the ball. 
The rotor for the Production Model was made from Tool Steel as used in Prototype One as 
the aluminium used in Prototype Two proved too soft at the point where the DC motors 
made contact. For the unit to be manufactured it needed to be brolum up into several 
components as depicted in Figure 5.3. As the rounded plate was to be made of plastic, 
round PVC piping was used to eliminate the need to shape plastic sheeting. The 40 mm 
PVC piping was halved and cut to measure for eoch kicker. Finally, a sticky water-based 
bitumen compound was painted onto the outside of the rotor to illcrC3.'le the arnount of 











Figur~ 0.3, F.xplod."j vi",,- of th" I ... lodifiml Kid"" u",,,j ill the Pl'ouunioll I ... loucl 










" 'J u .. D(~sign of tlw Cha ... <.;sis 
5.:1.1 Spatial Layout 
Before any spatial layouts could b€ cOlIBidered, a final diameter for the base of the robOl 
had to be decided. It was determined that making the base diameter 170mm, would allow 
for 5 mm of ~paC€ around the circumferenC€ of the robot, which gave ample room for the 
shell and t he fasteners that were required. 
Given the larger diameter of the Modified Kicker. the drive aB&Jmbly was no longer able 
to remain the same as in Pro\<:l';Y1le Two. As depicted in Figure 5.4 it became nocessary to 
turn the drive assembly around so that both th€ Kicker and drive assembly fitted within 
the smaller chassR> limits. De6pite this, th€ robot maintained its neutral balanC€ due to 
the increl\8ed size and mass of the kicker. 
Figure 5.4: Spatia/layout for the Production Model 
This ~how~ th~ spatial layout of tht drive and kicktr motor~ (which made up the drit'e and 
kIcker system~) relative to the chaS$~, Note tilt changeJllo the position of tilt drive molon 











possible, was the change in the shape of the cha,ssis mounts. In Prototype Two, the chMsis 
mounts holding the Kicker had a square face (Figure 4.9), while in the Productiou Model 
the chMSis mouuts were tapered which allowed them to be moved further outwards, whilst 
still remaiuing within the base diameter of the robots. The tapered chassis mounts had 
au added adY<U1tage iu that a Hat surface beclillle available onto which the shell could be 
directly fastened. 
[;.3.2 The Final Design 
Having determined a layout for the Drive Systems and Kicker which met the necessary 
requirements, the dimensions for the chassis Were finalised. As the Kicker was larger than 
before, the amount of material between the cut-out for the rotor and the wheels had become 
less. To overcome this new problem, the cut-outs for the rotor and wheels were shaped 
to match their profiles, thus keepiug a minimal clearance whilst increasing the amount of 
material in order to strengthen the chassis. To further stiffen the chaBsis, a plastic plate 
was added acrOSS the top of the Kicker which was, in tum, fastened onto the chassis mounts 
used by the Kicker. The completed chassis d\'Sign with all the modifications is shown in 
Figure 5.5. 
The last requirement for the chaBllis design was the need to enhance the access to the inside 
of the robot. In meeting this requirement, more of the Top of the chassis WaB cut-away 
than had been in Prototype Two (Figure 4.2.5), thus leaving only a thin rim around the 
perimeter of the robot. This final modification is shown Figure 5.5. 
5.4 Design of Sensor mounting 
The final d\'Sign requirement for the Production Model was the need to find a c.cceptable 
way in which to mouut the H2lA I optical limit switches onto the chassis. Upon placing au 
H2lAl optical limit swit.ch in position it became apparent that a small plate, fastened to 
the chaBsis mount of the Drive Systems, would be at the correct height to hold the switch 
in place. The switch was then fastened through the use of its own mounting hole to flo hole 
drilled into the mounting plate with a 3mm nut and bolt. The chassis mount for the Drive 











Figure 5.5: Production lI·lodel chassis 
This shows the completed mbot d'llSs is without tJr~ Dri1J~ System or KirJo",.. 
figure 5.6: Photograph of wheel encoder 
T/ri" ,,/rom, tht H21Al opticallimil switch aligned with the encoder mask (which was built 











5.5 !vlechanical Evaluation 
5.5.1 Construction of tho Production \-Tode! 
The Olle area of coneen! during the design 01' the Production Model wns that there had 
been no Prototype Two revision. Instead, the parts for all five robots "'~rC machined II!I 
a single job. This was necessitated by the fact that, at that stage, there wns insLIlficicnt 
lime to ltave the parts for one robot machined for testing before the pa.rl~ for the other 
folir robots were rna.de. 
Thus, during the assembly, a few minor aJjustmcms were needed in order ill produce 
a finished robot. One such adjustment Rease since, depending on how the Kicker was 
=mblcd, the rotor would not spin bccauSiJ il made conta.ct with the cha.ssis. It was 
found thal this problem could be simply wIved by turning the kicker bar (Figure 5.3) 
around. 
Overall, the assembly of the five robots wa5 both simple and expedient whilst minimising 
the chance of either damaging the components or assembling the robots incorrectly. 
\-f otion 
In gcncl"81, the ProductiOl) robots ped(Hmed very similarly to Prototyp<' Tw() 'is dc"cribed 
on Section 4.3. 
The only remaining area of COnCCrn was that each robot behaved sligh\ly differcnlly to thc 
others. For example, SOmC of the robots would tend to drill to the right while others would 
tend to drift to the left during both steady statc vclocity and acceleration tests. 
5.5.3 Kicking 
Apart from thc previously mentioned problem with the kicker bar, both the DC motors 
and rotor were naturally correctly ccntred thus the rotor spun freely without the need for 
any adjustrnenw as had been the case with Prototype Two. 
In addition, it was found that with the bigger rotor the added inertia actually helped in 











greater inertia, the rotor took no longer to reach kicking speed. This was most likely due 
to the better b!!.lance and alignment achieved in thi~ Kicker design. 
As was found in Prototype Two, there remained occa5ion5 when the ball would only some-
what dribble forward upon kicking. A5 before, these occasions were limited by b!wiug the 
robot tun into the baJlllO that a firm kick was made. 
To date, the Kicker5 on the robot5 have been through the initial testing, undergraduate 
thesi5 open day demOI1Stration5, further testing as well as the actual F180 RoboSoccer 2003 
competition without needing any adjustments - thu5 demonstrating the robustness of the 
dCiSign. 
5.5. ~1 Dribbling 
The ide !!. of adding dribbling to the function of the kicker had always :reemed improbable 
but was deemed worth attempting. 
In testing, when the rotor was spun in reverse at the same speed as when kicking, the ball 
would 00 pU5hed too far ahead for the back-spin to draw the ball back onto the Kicker. 
Reducing the speed of the rotor, however, meant the ball was only pushed a 5mall distance 
ahead yet 5till had sufficient back-spin to draw the ball back. 
In this way the robot was able to dribble the ball with moderate success in a straight 
line but, due to the ball still being pushed a little too far ahead, the robot was unable to 
maintain pOffl'-'ffliou of the ball while turning. 
Overall, the dribbling feature of the Kicker was not really sufficiently evolved to make an 
imp!ICt on the performance of the robot during match play. If further revisions of this type 
of dual_function kicker are made at some point in the future, the amount of change in the 
outer diameter of the rotor, relative to the ball, whilst rotating should be reduced. This 
would have the effect of pushing the ball e,'en shorter distanoo ahead of the robot whilst 
providing the same amount of back-spin as before. 
- 6 ;). Conclusion 
Even though this Production '>fodel was not quite perfect when one takes into consideration 
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F:gure 6.2: The USP controll r 
Til ... , "hulL'., U" on-board controller U8etl by the robot" tn e",,,cute command" fmm 1/", Al 
8ystem_ 
Figure 6.3: The Interface board 
1ili8 8how8 the finl)l interface !waf'd a .. implemented for the 2003 competition Thi8 bOllrd 
plugged directly onto t/,e DSP tvrd;ollu and pro-uided connector8 for the ,'''n.<or.', DC mntnrs 
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wnFigu re 6.8: DSP CQ lllroller l"yout 
Thi~ ~ho"", 1M /aJlO1; / ol lhe im~rla711 rn111po1"lfflb and Moden l ound on 1M asp con-
lro /ler . 
• place the headers !l.iong two Bides of the boanl 
• eIll>"u~ t be ;mt ;&! dcsigu ,",'Orked lIB requi~. 
A~ t he refl'n"nce delligll from Spectrum Dlgi ta l l l~ 1 was 62.5mffl by 100111111, I hill wa~ Ilsed 
to! II starl ing point for t he I"yo ul . As Ute t1eaign of the DS P bad ~im ;la.r )lin fUDctiouH 
l>"irgd y grouped toget lM! r, Ih~ associated peripherlll, and headers could lw! 10cI>ted 1Il0und 
t h~ DSP to minimi~ t ha rout ing. Once the COln l10ncnr.s WCre positlon ll<.! , the actual board 
size was 76.0 mm by 900 111m. As the hoa rd WIUI quite smrJ.I, it ,",'as felt thllt Irying to 
make the b08.l"d smitHer v.'Ould only di.oproportionUely inc<WIIie t be chane<! of adesign error 
ill rela tion w acllie\'; ng oa ly" SIllall reductio" in Iil ze. T be final la}'Ou t, ;"t.!I Implemented, 
i~ ",ho ... o ill F igure 6.8. 
6.4 H-Bridgo Uoanl 
Onl;\l Ihe 7.2 V DC motoTlS "'''~ cllOI;en for tbe first prot otype, the next ret"j\lirement was 
to del.ermine a ,",'ay to d ri..., thee motors. The higb current roq u i~llen t ffiel\ll \ t l&a.t no 
Klnglc semk:onduetor PllCkege ,,'Ou!d suffice Md, as BUd!, a ded icat ll<.! H-Bridge Board \Io"llli 











Figure 6.9: H-Bridge Board 
Thi .• sho",. the H-hidge boa,d ".<cd to corll"'/ the 7.2 V drive motors tt.'ed in Prototype 
(h" 
6.4.1 Requirements 
A,; the motor,; dmw 11.0 A ':'j 7.2 V thn I""""r requirement.>; were already known but, in 
order [or the H-Bridge to be used for 10'180 RoboSoccer. additional requirements were set 
a'; follows: 
• th(' ,;i7.n of t.hn hoard had to b<' knpt "" "mall as possible 
• t.!l(' bridges had to be able to handle a 20KHz swit~hing frequency 
• the ,;wit<:hing and on 10&;('" had t,o b<, knpt to a minimnm 
• the board ,",ad to either h,wn a full bridgll or two half hridgns 
6.4.2 Component selection 
The general cOIllponents required for a full bridge include tran~istors or m<)';fets (for this 
voltage and current rating) and driver~. As driving an inductive load like a motor can cause 
problems with shoot through on full bridg(' d('~ign,;, it i" normal to al~o indude snubbers 
to protect th(lI;(' device)';. 
Sin{'(' moofnt" provide a [a" grnater frequency l!'"pOnHe and are av,Lilahl(, with vnry low 
on resi~tanc<" t.hese were ~h,y;en O\"er tran,;istor~. Driving the moofet~ would then require 











Senior T(~~midan from the Power Group at. llCT, it was decided to use the Hlp·l08lA 
high frequency full bridge fet driVl,r 1161 in conjnnetion with SCB75NO:J-04 m06fets [17[. 
The oombinaeion of the HIT'4081A and the SUB 75's provided excdlcnt performan~~ t hat 
was more thaJJ capable of meeting the previousl} mentioned reqnirement/;. 
0.1.3 Design of Schematic~ 
The dMasheet for the HIP4081A, a.long wieh a power-up applicaeion aolc 118[' pl'Ovidod 
a bUl<ie frame",)rk for the ~ireuit design. A" no HImb""r or any other prot.ection circuit.ry 
w~s "hown in the,e do~uIllents, further f("ear~h found a full bridge design which u"f'd t.he 
HlP4081A wid mosJ'ci.8 in its uesign 119J. Based on the Open Source '\lotm Controller 
(OSl>I(;) [191 a simplified full bridge ",us d€lligned using four SUB75's MlU the HlP,lOS1A. 
The H1P40S1 hUl< the ubilit} to control the two half bridg€ll indepenuenUy >lIlU, sin~e the 
DSP controller was cupable of doing this, logic circuitry was addffi to enable the H-Briuge 
to be uriwn from a. singl~ T'W/>,·j 8ignal or from t.wo P\V/..I sigllal" Tn doing t.his dl€ 
flexibilicy of the H_Bridge ""ard was innen.sed and, if needed, the DSP controller could 
include dead band \() assist in preveneing shoot through. The nlOdified logic circuitry is 
illustrated in Figure 6.10. 
6.4.4 Layout of H-Rridge Hoard 
Sin~e Protot}pe One used t.wo DC motors from ftC can<, an alunlininm heat._"ink had 
already been built into t.he dm!<8is of the robot. Accordingly, it waS plarmeu to utl!, tit<, 
space bet.,,,nl th",e two mO\()fS for the H-Briuge board and (his nlfant. that bot.h the area 
and height waS of utmoot importance. 
FQr a single heat sink to be useu, not onl} b} a.ll four moofets On each boMd but mther by 
both boards, IIleant that they needed to be phu::ffi a.long one sid~ of the OOard. As t.he DC 
motors flanked bot.h side~ of where t.he "'lards ",ere to 1", plamd the signul_ DC po""r-
and DC motm conrj(~:tors had to be placed opposite t he m06fels. 
As euch board would be expected t.o deliHr about I I A, \"" final considerations were 
regarding the track ""idt.h and I,hut the track length ""tW(~"1 the gutel of the Illo!lfet8 wId 
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Figure 6,10: H-I3ridge logic circuitry 
Th;" .. how" th~ (;On/""l ~if'(;u i l'7! useu tu ~",ure both the safe start-up <md Ihe supply vf the 
high and loti.' .. ;d~ .. ignal,' to the HIP4081A, 
Once the board layout W'18 completed it w,'" fouml thal., givcl1 a doublc+idcd PCR the 
board could be made G1 mm 10l1g by GG mm wide which mce the space requircme!Jl.s, A 
f01lr laycr b01lfd was 1101 crlIlsidered due co the large numb€r of through hole componenls 
and cost of production, 
Thc H-I3ridge board is 5hown in Figum U.1L 
6.5 Interface Board 
1. ike the mechanical desi)';n of tIl(' robot, the il1l.erface board wc1l1 l.hrough scveral revioiol1s, 
Throu)';hout alllhc revisions, the requirements remained similar in that the H21A 1 optical 
inL-€rrupter switches neednd w be intnrfao'd with th,' DSP and thn PW\I signal from the 
DSP n""d,'d to b,' intcrfacnd with H-brid)';c chips to cOlllrol ,hc 1G V DC !-';carcd motDr> 
and!l V DC motor/so 
The fir"t g"Imille interfacc board was ollly built for Prototype Two (Fi)';urc 6.12) since 
Prolotype One had merely a collection of circnit.l< which had b<Mm wirnd together so as w 










Figure 6.11: The Layout of the H-Bridge board 
Thi.! shows the layout of the dijJl':I"(Jnt compontnt.! and connector3 on the H-Bridge board. 
that it plugged directly onto the DSP controller board amI thUb required no wire>< Or leads 
whilst the "ensors and motors connected directly. 
Given the succcs" of th€ first interface boarrl, another interface board was designed and 
implemented on PCB (Figure 6.13). This second intcrface board served tAl combine th€ 
LCD panel onto the board all well, and thus gave a complete solution for the robot de-
velopment. The interface board compl€1k with LCD panel attached is depictcd in Figure 
6.14. 
6.5.1 H.equirprnPIlLs 
Through the evolution of the interface board, each new desigu was made such that it \yould 
be backward compatible with the prcviou" de><igns. This meant that, at any stage, the lawst 
interface board could b€ used for any of the robot design". AH such, the requiremcnt.!< for 
the final impl€mentalion of the interface board WCrC grealkr than those r€quired by the 
actual Production Model robot yet still remained sufficient tAl control the Pluto mobile 
bal;ed robot (Prototype One). 
These final interface requirements were: 










Figure (U2: The interface ooarct for Prototype T\vo 
Th is show", the j",1 interface I;oo.rd de,';,qrl (lm,j uut ull ue,oboord) u,hich pluqged directly 
onto the DS!' contmller, 
Figure G.13: The intuhce board for (,he Ploctuclioll I ... lodcl 
Tili., .• how" the jinal illlerface bll<lrd a., implemented Jo, Ihe 2003 competition, Thi.\ board 











Figure 6.1<1, The inlerface board wilh LCD pand atlxhed 
This MOws the final interja"e b()"rd with the ,,,Idlignlt LCl) pafld (lL'I""h was 1HCd f(Jf' 
d;~playing the va/uts of iutema/ t"9i8ter,,) aita"hea, 
• Cllle Xillllrigg~r per thrulJ H21A 1 opt.i<:al inr,errUjJter switches (two in total) 
• '1hree integrated H-bridg~ circui,s 
• eonneetor fm the RF receiver modul~ 
• the relewlIll, <:Olllleclors [or the sensors and motors 
6.5.2 Component selection 
TIll' interface bon-I'd, in essenc~. consist~d of two parts; thu circuitry for til(' ,.,nsom and 
tlw H-hridges, 
T1ll'ru were t"" oplions fOi condidoning the sensor inpu(,~ ~s eitlll'r a comparator circuit 
or Sdllllill ldAA~r logic gate could he used. The hr.r,er optioll proved t,he simplest, "illce, 
by using a "ingle NHCH Hex imerlillg sdllni" trimr [:?OJ, aITL logic signal was di-
redly ohtained, The condilioning circuitry was cornpluWd wit,h t,he a.ddit,ion of an 74HC8ti 
exdusi\'e OTt gate [~l] ~nd a 74HC:12 two inl'm. or gate [22]. 
The circuitry [or the H _ hridgus t 1m" e~JIle full eirele. fllit,ially, on Prototype One, TPICUI 07B 











Figure 6.L'i: COlluitioning circLlitry for the H21Al optical sensors 
Thi.' .,hows the 74HC14 which digiti.oed the "'gnalfrom the lf21Al optical sensors and the 
74lfC81i (with <I RC circuit) which .<erved <1.. <lrI edge triyger for the digitis~d signal. 
on rmtotype Two 1.298 Dual fnll-bridge nrivers were ,,,,ed for the dri,"e system and kicker 
motors and th€n the TPTOJ1U7R's were again finally used for the final interface design. 
The reasons for this were simple ~ince the TPlC0107R n'qnireci no external circuitry to 
function and, being a smfaa' mount pachge, minimal board space was ",;en. The (lilly 
dis~uvantage (when compared to the L298) was the lowcr switching freqnellcy of 4 KlIz 
which meallt that the rWfo,l frequency was audible. 
6.5.3 Design of Schematics 
In order to enable the interface bo~rd t(} hallulc the sensors, resistors were indnded to 
power the infr~-red ui(}de allu to SCr\ie as part of the photo-transistor circuit. rh€ output 
from the sensor was thcn connccted to a 74HGI4 which turnen the analog signal into a 
TTL logic sigllai. rhb is illustrated in Figun' 6.15. 
The one limitation of the TIJ20F243PGEA DSP wa~ its limited number of eXkIIlai inkr-
lllPts. As it had only two interrupts, the DSr needed external circnitry to hannle up to 
"Lx sensors and to accomplish this task, an edge udedor circllit w~s implementeu llsing 
the 74HC86 a;, SOOWIl ill Figllre 6.L'i. 
III the circni! ill Figurc G.I~ there an' two outputs; an interrnpt signal; which wa' connected 
to a 74HC32 with the other interrnpt sign~l~ to furm th€ Xint sign~1 for the nsp, and the 
Sensor 'ignal which the DSP cOllld poll to check which ,",Iloor caLJ;;Cd the intcrmpt. 
The design of the schematic fm the rPIC0107B followen nirectly from the datasheet 12.31 











6.5 .4 Layout of Interface Board 
Since the inwrface board had to plug into the existing DSP controller, the positioning of 
tiw connectors needed to interface the two boards was pre-detennined. The layout for the 
rcmainder of the board was kept as simple w; possible and therefore the sensor circuits 
(with their respective connect<Jrs) WIlrC plaClld On One end whilst the H-bridgcs ",.ere placed 
on the other end (with their rtl8p1lctivll connectors). 
As spoce along the SenSOr side w88 taken up by the sensor connectol1l, the connector for 
the RF rocciv<lr mouule was placed on the same side w; the connectors for the motors. As 
all the 10 pins on the DSP controller were so fa!: unused, an Cletra conn<lCtor Wall add&i to 
enable these IP pins to be used by other pIlriph(!rals if rOXjuired at a later stage. 
Figure 6.16; The layout of too interface board for the Production Model 
This shows the layout of the imporia"l cumpo"ents and headers found on th ~ final interface 
board used in the 2009 competition 
0.0 RF Radio ::\lodules 
The choice of the Liux HP RF modul<l8 was made as there WII8 already limited experience 
within the F180 RoboSoccer research group with these radios. The modules are designed 











they have eight selectable channels and are capable of transmi&5ion np to a range of 1000 
feet under ideal conditions_ 
The moduleIJ come in hvo forms, (receiver and transmitter modules), thuB both points must 
have a receiver and transmitter module to enable duplex commllllication. However, as only 
simplex data transmission wa<l required (the ,;ision system providing feedback control), the 
computer roquirod only a tn",-smitter module and the robots only receiver modules. 
The Linx HP RF receiver module, as used by the robots, is shown in Figure 6.17. The 
circuitry was insulated 80 as t<:J pre"l'ent shorting on the other componentB within the robot. 
The complete transmitter unit which housed the Linx HP RF transmitter module is shown 
in Figure 6.18 along with the power supply and serial connection for the computer. 
Figure 6. 17: The RF rocciver 
This shows the Linx HP RF receiver module implemented on ver-oboard and insulated to 
prouide protection. The connector lead i~ also .. houm. 
0.0.1 Implemen tation of the Linx HP RF Modules 
In order to implement the Linx modules these were mounted on voroboard with tho extra 











Fignre 6.18: The RF transmitter 
Th i3 ~hows th~ RF tmMmitter unit (which housed the Lin:!' HP RF tmnsmitter module), 
power supply and serial ooble. 
receiver and tran~mitter modnles was that the transmitter required both an RS232 circuit 
and a 5 V power ~upply whilst the receiver interfaced directly with the interface board. 
For the 2002 competition in Pretoria antennae were mounted directly to the antenna pin~ 
on both modnle::;. The antennae were roughly designed a~ outlined in the de!lign guides 
but, because of the lack of a ground plane and since the antennll.€ Wl)re simply monnted 
directly to the pins, the radios proved unreliable for data tran~miSBion. A further hardware 
limitation which is discuil!led in Section 8.2.2 was also crucial to the failure of the Sl)riaJ 
communication betwlJen the compnter and robots. 
On further rese!'lrCh, an application note from Linx [26] helped guide the design of a new 
antenna for both the tran~mitl€r and receiver modules. Following thl) re-design of thl) 
antennae and the other software changes that are diilCUllSed in Section 8.2.2, the Linx HP 
RF modules worked ",ithout any further problem~. 
A~ both the modules had eight channl)l~. a dip switch Wol-' implemPllted in order to be able 
to select which frequency band the transmitters and receivers would use. This was done 
50 that a separate transmitter could be uiled to control other robot~ on another channel. 










robots using the !>arne modules, but on di/furent channels (frequency bands) . 
• 'c·: I II ' 1'.1' 
Figure 6.19: The RF receiver 
This shows a close-up view of the Lim: HP RF receiver module, ~erial connector and dip 
switch (Jor d,annei stltclion). 
6.7 Linear Regulator 
The power cin;uitry for the robot was initially 8et aside for an undergraduate thesis project 
howeVlJr, unlike tbe vi~ion and Al systems, the project was not chosen by any of the 
undergraduates. Consequently, as there were sufficient batteries and therefore ample power 
to meet the robots' power requirement6, a simple linear regulator Wah implemented to 
provide the 5 V required by the ele<:tronks. 
Tbe otber voltages required by the differont motors were dealt with by limiting their PW!I:l 
duty cycle (J) to produce average voltages ,,'bich were within tbeir operating limits from 
tbe unregulated battery voltage. 
6 .7.1 Fina] Implementation 
Tbe linear regulator cho"en wall the LM7805 [27J wbich was implemented as shown in 
tbe datasheet. Fuses were added in r;eries with the batterier; to ensure the safety of tbe 
e1ectroniCll. The fin.-t linear regulator board tbat was ma.de is sbown in Figure 6.21 whilst 
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Figure< 6.21}: n", RF tralNnitter 
Thi, 8/WWO lilt j)litn",j components of the nF Iransmitta unit. 
Figill''' 6.21: The lint"r rtg'ubto[ for Pl'OtocYl'e One and Two 
This MlOW8 th~ initial rrquZu/or bnnrd tl,,,d 01/ the twa pm/atuP"" The boo,d had filHS for 











Figure 6.22: The linear regulator for the Production .Model 
This ~ho1ll~ the final implementation of the re!J1'lator board a.~ used in the 2003 competition 
mbo/s. The board r~ /ain ~d its /use.!, but the ~1Li/ch 111M moved to the lop of the robot. 
6.g Conclusion 
The choice of the TI T)IS320F243PGEA DSP for the controller board CIt'lItOO an opportu-
nity development both within the llCOpe of this thesis and for future work. As tbe Interfa.;;e 
boaJ"d was also designed to be used for future development, this will aJlow the electronics 
to be used in future robots without any further expense 01" design being required. During 
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wa!' when they were spaced away from the centre of the field with their focal poinw directed 
at the oppooite goals (Figure 9.1). 
Figure 9.1: Top view of two floodlight layout 
Thi~ .,how., all ovc.-hood uiew of tlw halogen floodlights abou~ th~ playing fidd with their 
focal poillt~ directed at the 0ppo5ite gOllI~. 
To further test the layout in Figure 9.1 an image WlW captured using the IEEE1394 firewire 
camera and a grayocale transform was done on the image to determine the intensity image 
(Figure 9.2). 
The normalised intensity values !!.Cross the X and Y axis (Figure 9.2) were then plotted in 
Figures 9.3 and 9.4 respectively. The spikes seen in Figures 9.3 and 9.4 represent the white 
field markingE and boundaries. 
From Figure 9.3, it can be seen that the intensity varied approximately 10 percent aCrD86 
the width of the field which was unllCceptable. 
To better understand the lighting set-up at the competitions, a Comell highlights video of 
the 2003 IWboSoccer World Cup in Italy [10] was examined to ascertain the lighting set-up 
used in that event. A few shots showed similar floodlights mounted vertically high above 










Figu,€ 9.2: Inten8it.y imag€ of th€ playing field 
Thi" "how" tho light ;nien_,ty jm", a mpl!U'ed ,,,,age ,,,iny tho ,';s;on ,y.,tem. The ;n/en.,itv 
of light aC1W8 />olh the length I).nd width of the field (a., ,'hown) wa" al"o plott~d to 8implify 
",,,a~,,rement, 
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Fil-\lm~ g.3: Plot of X-Intensities for two floodlight layout 
Th ;" .,hmm the inlw_ily aWH' tho 10rl!lth uf tho playing fit/d. The intensily ,.i~08 from 
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figure YA, Plot, of'{-int"Jl"iti",; j,", two Jloouligh, layout 
This shOtI.',' the intefl6ity aCfU&> Ihe TL~dth of the playing fidd. Th~ inte,,,,;ty ri"e.' .<;/.ightly 
from the 5id~-lirl~,' to a mwnmllm ,,/ lhe ce,dre of the field with tlw ,'rike" irldir;atirlg th~ 
white field mlt1'kin'J"_ 
flused 011 thi" ulJOOfV,,(ion OILP floodlight. heing dnwnwmd, was mounted wrtiwlly aL<wc 
each corner of the field. The lights 'WT" JIlOllntou just below the c-eiliug ill the CoIl(!ol 
Lahmatorv so ,hac they were:; In "hov() Ih" playiJlg "1llT:u:c. The cX'\Cc layout i8 rlcpic.coo 
in F'iguTIl 9.3. 
The normaliS€d int!ln"it~, vruuc:; «nO", the X and '{ axis (Figurn 9.2) "'''Tn aga.iJl plotted 
in figures y_~ aJl(1 9.7 m.pcdiyc]y. As can he 5f'en in Figure 9.6 a nmel! better rcoult was 
m;hinvecl whell cDIIlparf'd t,o the earlier valu",; ~hoWJl ill figure 9.3. 
The slight. inn""," in intellsities OIl ,he left half of th" plaving tidd Oy"," th" right lmlr,,"~s 
prolm!.>l)" due to t.he li ght from the Jlo{)dlight8 above ,he left cornNS being retl(Tted {)If a 
Ilearby wall on t.he left haJld Hide of the phyillg field. 
During the adual F180 RoboSoc.cer 200:) c.ompetitioJl. alloth"T ]'''8'' imag" W'L~ caplumd 
and Ih" llorrn"liseti iIl,eIlsity values ac!Os.~ th" X and Y axis (figure 9.2) were plolloo 
in Figure!< 9.8 alld 9.9 r"sp(~;tiv"ly. AH the pla)"ing field WaS uu, ill an open hall for the 
cOlIlpetit.ion. th" H"ulu; [roIll Figure 9.8 prove that. tlw wall ill th" Control r..aboratoI"v was 











Figure 9.5: Top view of four floodlight layout 
Thi .•.• /WW8 an oue,·head view of Me halOiJen fiood.light~ aboue the playing field !£~th tI,.;,· 















Figure !l6: Plot of X-1Ilcellsities for four floodlight layout 
j'his 8/1011'5 thf il!tensity acro.'"' the /engiJ, of th, [Jj(jymg fldd. 1'''" mims,:ty WaS ,lightly 
mi",~d at the Vue goal, Vtlt WaJ relatively fVm acro"',' th~ re"t of the field !J,~tI, the "I);k~" 
;"dicatil!g the whit, field markitlY3. n"., m;"ed in/emily WaS from a IU'\lrby wall reflecting 
rAm light (mer Ihe arW_ 
" 
" 
Fi~ure 9.7; Plot o["Y.intem;itics for fOUT j]oodlight layout 
Th i" .. lvJlm tJ.~ ;"k'flfJity across the length of the playing jidd. Th, inim,,;iy ,.""j(,in,,d ,.,,[,,-










Figure 9X Plot of X_lnh'nsitiHs for thH CmIlIH'titioIl 
This silow .• the ir<ie""ity aero.';.> tho lenglh of the playing field dvrirlg the 2003 cmnpdilion. 
The ;,,,emity was evw aero",,' Ihe jidd wilh the >pikoi5 mdicating tile wililo fidd mar~lngs. 
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Fig-ure g,g: ['lot of Y-lnt€mities for (,he cOII1)JHtition 
Tilis ShOlJ' .• the 'nt"I.<illl "C1'{I"" liIo width of /he playirlg field durirlg lile 20M emnwtition 

















































Figure 9.10: Marker patterns for each robot 
Thi.s show$ the actual tOP$ of the robot$ and their respective marker pattern .• " .• eli in the 
2003 competition. UCT played with the blue markers whilst the pink marker represented 
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Fi1';ure 9.11: 1"10w chart of the Vi"ion System 
TIlUi .how.) the ima.qe JJm("~"ing l'Oulirlt employed by the vi .• ion ,'!ptem. The idmtijimtiou 
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COlmIlnUinICatllon was ......... -....... was to 
was 000'.5 .... ;;,.. 
if ( -> -- 1) 
rtx ::: rtx 
rtx ::: rtx 
rtx = rtx 
rtx ::: rtx 
rtx ::: 
once a was to 
x is 
to 


























Rdn = rtx *4; 
if -> = 0; 
else ::::: 1-» 
} 
-- ) ; 
reset reset if 
if ( -> --
{ 
-> swreset = 0; 
-> swreset = 1; 
} 
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• y(O) = 0 
• constant 
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-> :: 0; 
Rrnn :: 0; 
:::: 0; 
} 
-> :::: i-• 
{ 
-> :::: 0; 
Rlnn ::: 0; 
::; 0; 
} 
else PBDATDIR -> En2 :::: 1-, 
Rrn :: + 
Rrnn ::: Rrn; 












Ernn = Rrn 
Elnn = RIn 
the error 
Urnn :: + 





Urn :::: + 







Urnn :;;:; -511; 
:;;:; 
UInn :;;:; -511; 
1; 
511; 
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/* Final Code for F180 RoboSoccer Robot */ 






volatile unaigned int *ACTR • (volatile unsigned int *) 0:7413; 
volatile unsigned int *DBTCON • (volatile unsigned tnt *) 0:7416; 
volatile unsigned lnt *COMCON • (volatile unsigned int .) 0:7411; 
volatile unsigned int .GPTCON • (volatile unsigned int .) 0:7400; 
volatile unsigned int *T1CON • (volatile unsigned int *) 0:7404; 
volatile unsigned int *T2CON • (volatile unsigned int *) 0:7408. 
volatile unsigned int *OCRA • (volatile unsigned int *) 0:7090. 
volatile unsigned int *OCRB - (volatile unsigned int *) 0:7092; 
volatile unligned int .T1PR • (volatile unligned tnt *) 0:7403, 
volatile unligned int *T1CNT • (volatile unsigned lnt *) 0:7401; 
volatile unligned int .T2PR • (volatile unsigned int .) Ox7407; 
volatile unsigned int *T2CNT • (volatile unsigned lnt *) 0:7406, 
volatile unsigned int .EVIMRA • (volatile unsigned int .) Ox742C; 
volatile unsigned int *EVIMRB • (volatile unsigned int .) Ox742D; 
volatile unsigned int *EVIKRC - (volatile unsigned int .) Ox742E; 
volatile unsigned int *EVIFRA • (volatile unsigned int .) Ox742F; 
volatile unsigned int *EVIFRB • (volatile unsigned int *) Ox7430, 
volatile unsigned int .IKR • (volatile unsigned int *) OxOOO4; 











volatile unsigned int *SPICCR • (volatile unsigned int *) Ox7040; 
volatile unsigned int *SPICTL • (volatile unsigned int .) Ox7041; 
volatile unsigned int *SPISTS • (volatile unsigned int *) Ox7042; 
volatile unsigned int .SPIBRR • (volatile unsigned int *) Ox7044; 
volatile unsigned int .SPIRXEMU • (volatile unsigned int .) Ox7046; 
volatile unsigned int *SPIRXBUF • (volatile unsigned int .) Ox7047; 
volatile unsigned int .SPITXBUF = (volatile unsigned int *) Ox7048; 
volatile unsigned int $SPIDAT • (volatile unsigned int .) Ox7049. 
volatile unsigned int *SPIPRI • (volatile unsigned int $) Ox704F; 
volatile unsigned int .SCICCR • (volatile unsigned int .) Ox7060. 
volatile unsigned int .SCIHBAUD • (volatile unsigned int *) Ox7062; 
volatile un.igned int *SCILBAUD • (volatile unsigned int *) Ox7063; 
volatile unsigned int .SCIPRI • (volatile unsigned int .) 0%706F. 
volatile unsigned int .SCITXBUF • (volatile unsigned int .) 0%7069; 
volatile unsigned int *SCIRXBUF • (volatile unsignsd int .) Ox7067; 
volatile unsigned int *CHPR1 • (volatile unsigned int .) Ox7417. 
volatile unligned int .CHPR2 • (volatile unsigned int *) Ox7418. 
volatile unsigned int .CHPRS • (volatile unsigned int *) Ox7419. 
volatile unsigned int .XINT1CR • (volatile unligned int *) Ox7070, 
volatile unsigned int .XINT2CR • (volatile unsigned int .) Ox7071, 
volatile unsigned int .PIACKR1 • (volatile unsigned int .) Ox7016; 










/. Wait routine .• / 
int wait(int w) 
{ 
for (i • 0; i(l00; i++) 
{ 
} 
int run(int rr) 
{ 
} 
for (j • 0; j<w j++) 
{} 
PBDATDIR -> Ent • rr; 
PSDATDIR -> En2 • rr; 
PBDATDIR -> EnS • rr; 
} 
/. Move cur.or*1 
int Car_ret(int cr) 
{ 
key.diBp • cr, 
Get.char(); 












PDDATDIR -> DATA. key_dilpms; 
wait (10) ; 
PDDATDIR -> Lcd· 1. 
wait (10) ; 
PDDATDIR -> Lcd .. 0; 
wait (10) , 
PDDATDIR -> DATA. key_diapll, 
wait(10); 
PDDATDIR -> Lcd. 1; 
wait(10); 
PDDATDIR -> Lcd. 0; 
wait (10) ; 




key _dhpma • 0; 
key_dhpb '" 0; 
key_diBpms • key_diapi 
key _dhpmlll • key _dillpmB> >4; 
key_displa • key_diapi 
key_dilplB t- OxOF. 
1* Get Thousands, Hundreds, Tens and Units *1 




Hund .. 0; 
Ten" 0; 
Unit .. 0, 
while (dec > .. 1000) 
{ 
} 
Thou" Thou + 1, 
dec '" dec - 1000; 
while (dec >- 100) 
{ 
} 
Hund .. Hund + 1; 
dec • dec - 100; 
while (dec >- 10) 
{ 
} 
Ten" Ten + 1, 
dec - dec - 10. 
Unit'" dec; 

















PDDATDIR -> DATA. key_dilpms; 
wait (10) ; 
PDDATDIR -> Lcd· 1; 
wait(10); 
PDDATDIR -> Lcd • 0; 
wait (10) ; 
PDDATDIR -> DATA· key_displa; 
wait (10) ; 
PDDATDIR -> Lcd • 1; 
wait (10) ; 
PDDATDIR -> Lcd • 0; 
wait (10) ; 
PDDATDIR -> as • 0; 




wait (10) ; 
PDDATDIR -> as • 0; 
wait (10) ; 
PDDATDIR -> DATA. OxO; 
wait(10); 
PDDATDIR -> Lcd· 1; 
wait (10) , 
PDDATDIR -> Lcd. 0; 
wait (10) ; 
PDDATDIR -> DATA" Ox1; 
wait (10) ; 
PDDATDIR -> Lcd· 1; 
wait(10); 
PDDATDIR -> Lcd • 0, 
wait(10); 
interrupt void Test1(void) 
{ 
} 
interrupt void GPT1_u derflow(void) 
{ 
} 
.CMPIU .. Urn, 
"'CMPR2 • Uln; 
"'CMPRS .. RdD; 
$EVIFRA I- Ox0200, 
interrupt void Test3(void) 
{ 
if (87 .- 1) 
{ 
} 
PCDATDIR -> Ex6 • 0; 














PCDATDIR -> Ex6 .. 1; 
S7 .. 1; 
rlpeed .. lien 1 ; 
Ilen1 .. 0; 
lapeed = len4; 
len4 .. 0; 
if (Crn .... 0) 
{ 
} 
PBDATDIR -> En1 .. 0; 
Rrnn .. 0; 
Urnp .. 0; 
elBe PBDATDIR -> En1 .. 1, 
if (Cln .... 0) 
{ 
} 
PBDATDIR -> En2 - 0; 
Rlnn .. 0; 
Ulnp .. 0, 
elle PBDATDIR -> En2 • 1; 
am .. (0.1*Crn) + (0.9*Rrnn), 
Rrnn .. am; 
Rln· (0.1*Cln) + (0.9*R1I1I1); 
R1I1I1 .. Rln, 
Ernn .. am - rapeed; 
Elnn .. Rln - llpeed, 
Urnn .. Urnp + (24*Ernn) - (17*Ernp); 
Ulnn .. Ulnp + (24*E1I1I1) - (17*Elnp); 
if (Urnn > 612) Urnn .. 612; 
if (Urnn < -611) Urnn • -611; 
if (Ulnn > 612) U1I1I1 .. 612; 
if (U1I1I1 < -611) U1I1I1 - -611, 
Urn .. Urnn + 612; 
Uln .. U1I1I1 + 612; 
Urnp - Urnn; 
Ulnp • U1I1I1; 
Ernp - Ernn; 
Elnp - Elnn, 
*EVIFRB I- Ox0001; 
interrupt void Test4(void) 
{ 
} 
interrupt void Test6(void) 
{ 














if «5CIRX5T .> rxrdy) •• 1) 
{ 
} 
rtx[4] • rtx[3]; 
rtx[3) a rtx[2]; 
rtx[2] • rtx[l]; 
rtx[l) • rtX[O]l 
rtx[O) • *SCIRXBUF; 
if «rtx[4] •• 266) tt (rtx[3] BE 6) tt (rtx[2] •• rtx[O]» 
{ 
} 
if (rtx[2] •• 16) 
{ 
} 
Cln • (rtx[1)-128; 
Cln • Cln*6; 
Cln • Cln> >6; 
if (rtx[2] aa 33) 
{ 
} 
Crn • (rtx[1])-128; 
Crn • Crn*6, 
Crn· Crn»6; 
if (rtx[2] •• 204) 
{ 
} 
Rdn a rtx[1)*4; 
it (rtx[l) •• 128) PBDATDI! -> En3 • O. 
else PBDATOI! -> En3 • 1; 
if (rtx[2) •• 240) run(rtx[l]), 
if «5CIRXST -> rxerror) •• 1) 
{ 
} 
SCICTLl -> IYre.et • O. 
SCICTL1 -> lYre set • 1; 
interrupt void XINT2(void) 
{ 
if «PlDATOI! -> SensorS) I. 51) 
{ 
} 
if (Urnn >. 0) senl++, 
elae senl--; 
51 - (PlDATOI! -> Sensor3); 
if «PDDATOIR -> Sen.or6) !- 52) 
{ 
} 
if (Ulnn >. 0) sen4++; 
else sen4--; 
52· (PDDATOI! -> Senaor6); 
*XINT2C! I- Ox80oo; 














PDDATDIR -> DATADIR .. OXPC; 
PCDATDIR -> DATADIR .. Ox21; 
PSDATDIR -> DATADIR .. Ox76; 
PADATDIR -> DATADIR .. Ox41; 
&lIm(" clrc INTM"); 
"'OCRB .. Ox031F; 
",OCRA .. Ox0647; 
"'11m .. OxOO36; 
"'IFR .. OxFFFF. 
*XINT1CR - OXOO07; 
*XINT2CR .. OXOO07; 
*XINT1CR I- Ox8000; 
*XINT2CR I- Ox8000; 
"SCICCR - Ox07; 
SCICTL1 -> nlllll& - 0; 
SCICTL1 -> tXIIIIIII. .. 0; 
SCICTL1 -> IIIwrellt .. 1; 
SCICTL1 -> rxerrilltell& .. 
*SCIHBAUD .. OXOO; 
"SCILBAUD .. Ox81: 
"SCIPRI - Ox78; 
SCICTL2 -> txilltella .. O. 
5CICTL2 -> rxilltell& .. 0; 
*EVIMRA .. Ox0201; 
*EVIMRB .. OxOOO1; 
"DSTCON - Ox06EO; 
.. ACTa - Ox0999; 
"'COMCON - Ox8300; 
*TiPR - 1024; 
*nCON .. OxA802; 
*T2PR - Ox1E84; 
*T2CON .. OxB606; 
*nCON .. OxA842; 
*T2CON .. OxB646, 
PDDATDIR -> RS .. 0; 
PDDATDIR -> Lcd" 0; 
PCDATDIR -> ExS - 1. 
57 .. 1; 
51..0; 
52 .. 0; 
1141111 .. 0; 
1141114-0, 
Urnp .. 0; 
UlI!p .. 0; 
Urn"S12; 
U11I"612. 
ClI! .. 0, 
Crn .. 0; 




















SCICTL1 -> rxena .. 1; 
SCICTL2 -> rxintena .. 1; 
rmu .. 0; 
lIIIax .. 0; 
/* Set 8 bit mode */ 
PDDATDIR -> as .. 0; 
for (in" 0; in<3; in++) 
{ 
PDDATDIR -) DATA .. Ox3; 
wait(S). 
PDDATDIR -> Lcd .. 1; 
wait (30) ; 
PDDATDIR -> Lcd .. 0; 
wait (10) ; 
} 
/* Set 2 line 4 bit mode */ 
PDDATDIR -> DATA .. Ox2; 
wait(10); 
PDDATDIR -> Lcd .. 1; 
wait (10); 
PDDATDIR -> Lcd" 0; 
wait (10) ; 
PDDATDIR -> DATA .. Ox2; 
wait (10) ; 
PDDATDIR -> Lcd .. 1; 
wait(10); 
PDDATDIR -> Lcd .. 0; 
wait(10); 
PDDATDIR -) DATA .. Ox8; 
wait(10); 
PDDATDIR -> Lcd .. 1; 
wait(10); 
PDDATDIR -> Lcd - 0; 
wait(10); 
/* cursor travel */ 
PDDATDIR -> DATA .. OxO. 
wait (10) ; 
PDDATDIR -) Lcd .. 1; 
wait(10); 











1* Dillplay On */ 
wait (10) , 
PDDATDIR -> DATA .. Ox6; 
wait (10) ; 
PDDATDIR -> Lcd" 1; 
wait (10) ; 
PDDATDIR -> Lcd - 0; 
wait(10); 
PDDATDIR -> DATA· OXO; 
wait (10) ; 
PDDATDIR -> Lcd" 1, 
wait (10) ; 
PDDATDIR -> Lcd" 0; 
wait (10) ; 
PDDATDIR -> DATA" OXC; 
wait (10) ; 
PDDATDIR -> Lcd· 1; 
wait(10); 
PDDATDIR -) Lcd .. 0; 







key _dilllpmll .. 3, 
Decimal(abll(lspeed»; 
key_dieplll .. Thou; 
key_displ ... Hund; 
Dililplay_keyO; 
key_dillpl ... Ten; 
Car_ret(203); 
key _dialpllls .. 3; 
Decillla1(abs(r.peed»; 
key_displs .. Thou; 
Dillplay _keyO ; 
key_displ •• HUDd; 
key_displ ... Unit; 












/* Port A */ 
volatile .tract porta { 
unsigned Other :2; 
unsigned Xintl :1; 
unsigned Senlor1 : 1; 
unligned Senlor2 :1. 
unsigned SensorS :1. 
unaigned PWM1 :1. 
unsigned Exl :1; 
unsigned DATADIR :8; 
}; 
volatile Itract porta .PADATDIR • (volatile Itract porta *) Ox7098; 
/* Port B */ 
volatile lIItract portb { 
unilligned PWMS :1; 
undgned Ex2 :1; 
unsigned PWM6 :1. 
unligned Ex3 :1; 
unsigned EIl1 :1. 
undgned EIl2 :1; 
unsigned EIl3 :1. 
unsigned Ex4 :1, 
unsigned DATADIR :8; 
}; 
volatile Itraet portb *PSDATDIR • (volatile Itract portb *) Ox709A, 
/. Port C */ 
volatile Itract porte { 
undgned Ex6 :1; 
unligned OTHER :4; 
undgned SPIST! : 1; 
unlligned Seneor4 :1. 
unsigned Senlor6 :1; 
unsigned DATADIR :8. 
}; 











/* Port D ./ 
volatile Itruct pond { 
unsigned SensorS :1; 
unsigned Xint2 :1; 
undgned Lcd :1; 
unsigned as :1; 
unsigned DATA :4; 
unsigned DATADIR :8; 
}; 
volatile struct pond *PDDATDIR • (volatile IIItruct portd .) Ox709E; 
1* Serial cOIII.1 
volatile ItruCt lIerial1 { 
unsigned nena :1; 
unsigned txena :1; 
unsigned deep :1; 
unilligned txwlllke :1, 
unilligned relll :1; 
unsigned lIIYrelllt : 1; 
unsigned nerrintena :1, 
unsigned relll2 :1, 
}; 
volatile IIItruct aeria12 { 
unsigned txintena : 1; 
undgned rxintena :1; 
unilligned relll1 :4, 
unilligned txempty :1, 
unsigned txrdy : 1; 
}, 
volatile struct aerialrx { 
unsigned relll2 :1, 
unlligned rxwlllke :1, 
unilligned PEl : 1; 
unilligned oe :1, 
unsigned fa :1, 
undgned brkdt :1, 
unilligned nrdy : 1; 
unligned rxerror : 1; 
}, 
volatile IIItruct lIerial1 *SCICTLl .. (volatile ItruCt leriall .) Ox7051; 
volatile Itruct .eria12 *SCICTL2 .. (volatile .truct .eria12 *) Ox7054, 












was vuu .... "'u can 
• 
